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QUIZ NO. 1 

GU NNERY 

T he puzzle pictures on · this page 
form a double-barreled quiz. Serv

icemen in all activities should be able 
to recognize each plane. Free gunners 
who have been trained in the use of the 
:\lark IX sight can make usc of the su
perimposed red rings to judge whether 
the plane is in or out of range, and just 
how far away it is. The answers to the 
quiz (see p. 50) contain three parts: 
1) the name of the plane; 2) whether it 
is in or out of range; and 3) its esti
mated distance from the gunner. 

Other than the recognition of the 
aircraft type and the estimation of its 
range, these pictures do not contain 
any clements of sighting theory. They 
must not, for example, be assumed to 
show the proper lead. You have only to 
settle the first two questions in the gun
nery problem : what it is and where it is. 
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IT PAYS OFF 
This is a success story for trainees on the home front. 
I It begins in the spring of 1942 when a handful of in

structors emerged from the Navy Recognition School at 
Ohio State University to preach the gospel of recognition 
to the Army and Navy. Theirs was a mammoth task. The 
problem was brand new with World War II and the advent 
of the radically different combat conditions of an air war. 
Recognition teaching methods and procedure were still 
very experimental. The subject itself was dull and seem
ingly academic. Students dozed off during lectures and 
complained of having to spend valuable :flying hours in a 
classroom. WEFT, Renshaw, slides, silhouettes-what 
did they have to do with winning the war? 

But with the spread of the Allied offensive to all fronts, 
recognition training met its test. Wherever there was a 
battlefront or an advanced air base, U.S. Armed Forces 
sent recognition officers to keep dinning into the boys the 
need for knowing friend from foe. 

One by one recognition officers have returned home 
from combat to report the progress of training in their 
area, to tell the story of a real achievement. On Guadal
canal a Marine pilot went straight to the recognition 
officer after his first brush with the enemy. "Got a Jap," 
he announced proudly. "There was a plane way up ahead 
of me. All of a sudden it turned, kind of, and right then it 
looked exactly like Hap on one of your slides. Boy, I let 
him have it!" 

The same officer was in charge of teaching recognition 
to an Air Group of U.S. Army, Navy and Marine :fliers, 
and some New Zealanders. Early in May a squadron of 
Marines :flying F4U's, returning home from battling 
Zeros over the Russell Islands, ran into a squadron of P-
40's :flown by the New Zealanders. The F4U's thought 
they were seeing more Zeros and opened fire. Meanwhile 
the poor guys in the P-40's had to break radio silence 
and holler to the Americans to "Lay off." The next day 
a P-40 was delivered to the F4U squadron base for study. 

After a big air battle in which four U. S. squadrons 
shot down 77 Jap aircraft, our fliers reported that they 
couldn't have singled out 

shoot. It is a vital tool of intelligence. Lack of recogni
tion training in the Pacific was often responsible for upset
ting tactical plans. The accuracy with which reconnaissance 
aircraft reported enemy shipping could and did affect the 
progress of a whole campaign. A Navy officer in the Aleu
tians found himself having to start from scratch in teach
ing Army and Navy patrol squadrons to recognize surface 
craft. On one occasion reconnaissance planes reported the 
presence of two Jap destroyers off Attu. Immediately two 
of our destroyers went out to meet them. It was a cost
ly engagement. The Jap "destroyers" proved to be heavy 
cruisers, and one of our destroyers never got back. 

Revenge came one day when a plane returned with 
news of a nearby Jap force of two heavy cruisers, two light 
cruisers, two destroyers and two merchant ships. Our only 
available warships were two destroyers. But this time 
we were going to make the most of our firepower and so 
placed the weight of the two destroyers that they dam
aged a Jap heavy cruiser, sank a destroyer and chased 
the rest of the warships home while the two merchant ves
sels scurried rapidly into the cover of the fog. 

We prepared for Sic ily 

Perhaps the greatest tribute paid to recognition came 
from the Navy just before our amphibious operations 
against Sicily. Anticipating the spotting difficulties, Naval 
Aviation authorities handpicked 22 recognition instruc
tors and made them recognition officers on the biggest 
ships in the invasion convoy. Some spotted from the 
bridge, others took charge of lookout stations and range
finders. On the :flagship of the convoy, a recognition 
officer correctly spotted a squadron of Spitfires overhead. 
Already smaller ships on the outer edge of the convoy 
had opened fire. The recognition officer called out the 
identity of the planes and immediately orders went out 
to the entire convoy to cease firing on friendly planes. 
Here was recognition in real, live action. 

In the Mediterranean, the South Pacific, the Aleutians, 
Burma, China, and Eu

enemy planes from their 
own without the drill 
they'd been getting. "In a 
dogfight," said one pilot, 
"you really don't see any
thing. You just get a sud
den impression and 
squeeze the gun. It seems 
as if you have to make up 
your mind in a tenth of a 
second." 

SEND US YOUR PICTURES 
rope, our pilots and gun
ners now swear by recog
nition training. Combat 
records have proved that 
it works. The time when 
you boys now on the 
home front find your
selves in battle is the time 
when you too are going 
to be glad for all the 
recognition you have 
learned. It is the best 
kind of life insurance. 

But recognition is more 
than just knowing when to 

This is a photographer's war. In every area on every front 
photographic crews are creating fine recognition material. 
This material should be circulated a m ong the fighters in 
the area just as rapidly as possible, but it must get wider 
circulation. That is the Journal's business. Please send us 
recognition pictures which originate at yo ur post-pictures 
of enemy equipment, combat shots taken at a distance 
and in battle. These should be addressed to: 
Air Technical Analysis Division (Op.--35-5), 
Navy Dept., Washington, D.C. Attn.: Recognition J ournal. 
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!NEWS I 

FRENCH SHIPS 
Reconditioned units are back at sea with Allies 

B ack at sea and throwing its weight· 
against the Axis is a sizable unit of the 

French Navy. Recently reconditioned in 
the U. S., the battleship Richelieu, pride 
of the French Fleet and one of the most 
powerful battleships in the world, was 
brought from Dakar where it had time 
and again been battered by the British 
Navy as a potential enemy. With it in the 
United Nations' battleline are the light 
cruisers Montcalm and Georges Leygues, 
several crack French destroyers which re
mained outside French home waters in the 
unsettled months after the Fall of France. 
They are significant additions to the grow
ing strength of the Allied fleets. 

The 35,000-ton battleship Richelieu, 
completed just before the start of the war 
in 1939, was the French answer to the 
Vittorio Veneto and the Tirpitz, compact, 
speedy battleships designed to combine 
the mobility of cruisers with the firepower 
and protection of capital ships. Typical 
of French naval architecture in its beau
tiful grace and simplicity of line, the Riche
lieu possesses the sturdiness and prac
ticality of Britain's Nelson. Designed as a 
powerful offensive fighter, it has proved 
its ability to withstand extremely heavy 
blows. Newly reconditioned, it should 
more than prove the equal of a Tirpitz 
Class battleship. 

Of the ten capital ships in the French 
Navy in 1940, not one fell into German 
hands at lhe time of the in vas ion of France. 
While one was demilitarized at Alexan
dria, and two surrendered in British ports 
to become the nucleus of the Fighting 
.French Navy, others, including- the four 

RICHELI EU , 35,000-ton pride of the French 
Fleet, has re-entered service with the Fighting 
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most powerful units of the Fleet-Riche
lieu, Jean Bart, Strasbourg and Dun
kerque-escaped to North Africa. All were 
subsequently damaged by the British in 
a fast-hitting series of attacks at Mers-el
Kebir and Dakar that at a crucial time 
paralyzed this powerful unit as a potential 
pawn of the Axis. Two years later the 
Dunkerque was still under repair at Tou
lon where it was scuttled in drydock. The 
Richelieu, alone at Dakar, was crippled 
by depth charges dropped from a British 
motor launch in an exploit to rival the 
sinking of the Royal Oak at Scapa Flow, 
and torpedoed by seaplanes. Two months 
later, immobilized, but a floating fort, it 
turned its guns on the British and Free 
French naval force under General Charles 
de Gaulle, sustained further damage in 
the superstructure. It finally fell into Al
lied hands with the surrender of French 
West Africa to Darlan in December 1942. 

RECOGNITION : Most prominent fea
ture of this French battleship is the com
plex stack, peculiar to H.ichelieu and Jean 
Bart, which fairs forward to make a single 
unit with the mainmast. Richelieu has an 
extremely high narrow tower square amid
ships and an exceptionally high freeboard. 
Like the British Nelson, its chief firepower 
is forward, concentrated in eight 15-in. 
guns in superimposed quadruple turrets. 
It carries nine dual-purpose guns in triple 
turrets aft, is heavily armed with anti-air
craft guns. The ship has g-raceful, sharply 
tapering clipper bow, long uncluttered 
decks and almost vertical cruiser stern. The 
two catapults formerly at stern have been 
removed in the process of reconditioning. 

French. Sister ship Jean Bart was put out of 
action at Casablanca inN orth African invasion. 
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HAS TRANSOM STERN , A BROKEN HULL, ODDLY SHAPED TR I POD FOREMAST. OVERALL LENGTH IS 588FT. , 11 

CRUISERS 
Modern French light cruisers are fast, 

sturdy and carry heavy armament 

LONG GRACEFUL LINES, flared clipper bow are typical of the newer 
French warships Tn aecorcl with modern tr('ncls in naval d('sign . sup('r-

SPEEDY AND MANEUVERABLE, The Montcalm does not sacrifice 
armament or firepower. At outbreak of war she had nine 6-in. guns in 
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Into Allied hands at Dakar fell three of F rance's most modem 
light cruisers-the 7,600-ton Montcalm, Georges Leygues and 
Gloire of La Galissonniere Class. Georges Leygues, back in service 
with the Fighting French, was recently joined by the recondi
tioned Montcalm. Outstanding examples of modern light cruisers, 
these ships were designed to combine the maximum of fi repower, 
armament, speed and seawort hiness for their size. Of three sister 
ships at Toulon-La Galissonniere, J ean-de-Vienne and Marseil
laise- two were intact after scuttling, may be used by Germans. 

structure has been heavily concentrated. Long run of sheer line towards 
stern has heen utili?.('cl for installation of heavier anti-aircraft guns. 

t riple turrets, two superimposed forward, one aft, eight 3.5-in. guns in 
four turrets amidships. Two catapults were removed in reconditioning. 



'. 

LE FANTASQUE HAS OVERALL LENGTH OF 435 FT., 5 IN., DISPLACES 2,500 TONS. TOP SPEED IS 37 KNOTS. IT HAS NINE 21.7-IN. TORPEDO TUBES 

DESTROYERS 
le Fantasque, le Terrible and Leopard 

are three large French super -destroyers 

LE FANTASQUE shows class resemblance in size and design to light 
crni s<' r. H<'r main hatter~· consists of five 5 . .5-in. guns mountecl in cen-

LEOPARD, older and smaller than Le Fantasque Class, was extensively 
rebuilt, until it now is more akin to Le Fantasque than Chacal Class 

Larger than any U. S. or British destroyers, Le Fantasque, Le 
Terrible and Leopard are examples of a French specialty, the 
super-destroyer, designed to answer the challenge of the Italian 
destroyer. Laid down as offensive warships to be pitted primarily 
against smaller vessels, the French destroyers are strong in range 
and seaworthiness, comparatively weak in defensive armament 
for ·their size. In appearance they may be mistaken for cruis
ers (see Montcalm, opposite) although their main battery shield 
mounts in place of turrets should distinguish them quite easily. 

terline shields, two forward and three aft. Note conspicuously high bow, 
broad funnels anrl transom ~tern. Sister ship, Le Terrible, is identical. 

to which it belonged. Leopard lost a funnel in reconditioning, acquired 
transom stern. Two sister ships fell undamaged to Germans at Toulon. 
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News ccontinued> 

EMILY DOWNED 
New Navy fighters knock Japan's new 

four-motored patrol bomber into sea 

l'·i· 1 I 

• • 

' 

Early in September the Navy's fast new 
Hellcat made its initial appearance in 

the South Pacific. lit less than a week two 
of them brought home the pictures shown 
here-photographic proof of the superior 
firepower and fighting ability of the F6F. 

Guarding a carrier task force operating 
east of the Gilbert Islands, they had spot
ted one of the new four-motored Jap flying 
boats known as Emily (see Journal, Oct . 
issue). In the ensuing 5-minute tussle they 
knocked the huge plane into the sea. 

While the Hellcats relentlessly whammed away at Emily with 
their six .50-cal. machine guns, their synchronized gun cameras 
recorded the battle in these excellent pictures. 

Far more important than the recording of a sure kill, these pic
tures reveal many new recognition features of Emily hitherto un
known to U.S. pilots, resulting in the corrected silhouettes shown 
in the inset (above, left). Whereas Emily was previously believed 
to have a gull wing, it is now evident that she has a straight slim 
wing resembling the Liberator's Davis wing. From head-on view, 
her fuselage is similar to the Navy's PB2Y, or Coronado, but she 
can be easily distinguished from any four-motored U.S. flying boat 
by her unusually high single fin and rudder, her long pointed nose. 



F6F DIVES DIRECTLY UPON PREY; CAMERA SHUDDERS FROM VIBRATION EMILY HITS WITH VIOLENT EXPLOSION. CREW HAD NO TIME TO BAIL OUT 
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SHORT -BARRELED 75-mm. gun appeared in 
Germany during 1936. This prewar picture shows 

DUG-IN short-barreled 75 is hull-down in Russian wheatfield. All armored 

equipment is dug in to cover the silhouette whenever tactically possible. 

NAZI 
GUN 
Self-propelled gun is 

prime anti-tank weapon 

S ince the bloody proving ground of 
. Spain, Nazi strategy has consistently 

strengthened its anti-tank units with cap
tured equipment as well as with guns of 
their own design. As Allied tanks added 
thicker armor plate, Nazi tank-destroyers 
mounted heavier, armor-piercing weapons. 
As Allied guns grew more deadly, Nazi 
tank-busters were forced to shield 
selves behind re-enforced hulls and · 
vised armored side-skirting (see below). 

The tank-destroyer is still no match for 
the tank in the open. With high silhouette 
ana light armor it has to exploit its light
tank mobility and its rapid· fire-power. 
Germans use the self-propelled gun as a 
sort of mobile reserve following the first 
wave of attacking tanks and frequently 
moving into prepared positions from which 
it can ambush infiltrating enemy tanks. 

Three big guns stand out in the lineup 
of Nazi self-propelled artillery, the 75-
mm., the 88-mm. and the 150-mm. howit
zer. On these two pages are pictures of the 
75-mm. cannon mounted on a PzKw III 
medium tank chassis. Used in several gun 
lengths, the long-barreled version 75 is 
newest and best. Its flatter trajectory af
fords greater more destructive hitting pow
er. Speedy and low-slung, easy to camou
flageand furaishing a stable gun platform, 
the Mark III tank chassis ranks as one of 
the best German self -propelledgunmountl-., . 



skirting. Commander's cupola on gun in foreground is recent addition. Six 
evenly spaced bogies and three return rollers make up suspension system. 

1l 



MUZZLE BRAKE AT END Or LONG GUN BARREL IS COVERED TO PROTECT IT FROM DUST. YOKE-LIKE RODS ON BOW SUPPORT GUN WHEN NOT FIRING 

LIGHT CHASSIS 
75's are also mounted on French 

Lorraine and German PzKw II Tanks 

CAPTURED PHOTOGRAPH shows Nazi gun crew on chassis. Head-on, 
weapon is high, has an angular silhouette. Man at left holds hand signal. 
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Two more self-propelled 75-mm. guns are pictured here mounted 
on a German and a captured French chassis. Obsolescent as a light 
tank, the PzKw II (top and lower left) went into action late in the 
Tunisian campaign as a highly mobile mount for cannon. Gun turret 
slopes sharply at the rear. Suspension system consists of five even
ly spaced bogies with four return rollers. 

The Lorraine (lower right) is an obsolescent chassis of French 
design, captured in quantity by the Germans and converted to a 
gun carrier. Carrying its long-barreled German 75, it is a good ex
ample of the Nazis' skillful improvisation with salvaged equipment. 

FRENCH LORRAINE chassis with long-barreled 75 has clumsy, off-cen
ter look. Weight of lightly armored I.orraine is only 7_Y:3 tons. length 14 ft. 



SHORT 

CZECH 
CHASSIS 
Mounts good 75-mm. gun 

C zech factories now in German hands 
are turning out a prewar-designed 

;~-. 

'.,:'.' A. chassis P~Kw 38 which the_ Naz~s use to 
·: • carry tbe1r 75-mm. gun. It IS a hght, 30-
1"'' m.p.h. mount, with high center of grav-
,,. ity, large overall dimensions and slight 

armor. Same mount also supports cap-
~- tured Russian 76.~-mm. at top of next page. 
i' Recognition-wise the chief difference 
r. between 75 and 76.2 is in the recuperator i which absorbs the gun recoil and which 
; is situated at the base of the barrel. As 
~· shown on this page, the 75 has a short 
~:· boxy recuperator. The Russian 76.~ has a 
, long tubular recuperator. Another major 
, difference is the size of the gun shield 
ii>, which on the 75 is large, five-sided and ex-
J tends almost to the tracks, while on the 
f 76.2 it is small and seems to be perched 
['!. high above the cha,'lsis . 
... ":·.: Development in crew protection based 
· ~ on battle experience with the Czech-
,. mounted 75 may be seen by comparing 
r, the guns at top and bottom. Top picture 
~ not only shows higher crew compartment 
' extending further to rear but illustrates 

recent mounting of gun within a curved 
metallic sheath which rides around with 
the barrel and affords greater gun traverse. 

GUN FROM THE CAPTURED 76.2-MM. GUN ON SAME CHASSIS (P. 14) 

KNOCKED OUT in the First Army's attack at 
Kairouan, this piece of wreckage shows great 

.. 
" i 
, I - . ', ·I • 

tall narrow, almost pyramidal, silhouette which 
the Germans have never beer able to eliminate. 

protrusion of 75-mm. barrel, also radio anten
na and four large bogies with two return roilers. 
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FRENCH CHASSIS captured in Western Des
ert carries 150-mm. howitzer (abm>e and below). 

small conical gunshield set high above PzKw 
38 chassis. Ammunition carrier trails behind. 

Coffin-shaped crew compartment, set well aft, 
is lightly armored. appears bulky and topheavy. 

HEAVIER 

T he German arsenal of self-propelled 
equipment grew by leaps and bounds 

as Polish, Czech, French and Russian stores 
fell into their hands in huge quantities . 
Adt•pt at makeshift and alert to fresh uses 
for old weapons, the mechanically clever 
Gc1·man gun crews wasted nothing. Their 
ingenuity in a war of lightning speed and 
long supply lines has enabled them to trav
el far on captured ammunition as well as 
ordnance. 

The si~ self-propelled gun mounts on 
these two pages include a Russian weapon, 
a French chassis, a Czech chassis and two 
old Germ?-n 150-mm. howitzers. Only one • 
chassis, Fer~linand (be~~o), was designedA . 
for the gun It mounts. I he captured Rus-. 
sian 76.2-mm. gun (upper left) is mounted ' 
on the light Czech PzKw 38 chassis. The 
150-mm. howitzer (lower left), which has 
been highly efficient against tanks and for
tifications, uses the obsolescent French Lor-
,·aine chassis. This howitzer's great weight, 
mounted on such a light 22·m.p.h. chassis 
is an excellent example of German opera
tional skill. 

Three 150-mm. howitzers are pictured at 
right. The top one was photographed in 
Italy at the time of Badoglio's capitulation 
to the Allies.lt is an old howitzer, one which 
_the Germans would use only if they were in 



WEAPONS 
are tough and dangerous 

~:41k 
~ ., 

f 
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great need of self-propelled artillery. The 
Mark IV chassis (right, center) is the most 
important of the four 150-mm. mounts. So 
far this self-propelled gun has been used 
only in small numbers on the Eastern front 
where it has not been too successful. Ger
mans like it because its domestic chassis is 
more familiar to maintenance personnel and 
because its 22 tons can support a 1.50-mm. 
recoil without the use of a spade (shock ab
sorption mechanism dug in at rear of 
mount). The Mark II chassis (bottom right) 
which supports another 150-mm. howitzer 
is a lower, more easily camouflaged version 
of the chassis carrying a 7.5 on page 12. 

Most propagandized Nazi weapon is the 
88-mm. gun. Originally a semimobile AA 
gun, the 88 was later given a more mobile 
mount, making it dual purpose (AA-AT). 
These towed 88's, Rommel's pets, ambushed 
and knocked out 230 of 300 British tanks 
at Knightsbridge in North Africa on June 
13, 1942. Later the Germans mounted the 
88 on the Mark VI tank and now on the 70-
ton Ferdinand. Ferdinand hides and lies in 
wait for enemy tanks. After a recent Nazi 
onslaught north of Belgorod, the country
side for miles around was littered with Nazi 
tank~:~, Ferdinands. Russians moving fast
er than the 12-m.p.h. tank-busters blasted 
their vulnerable tops with high-angle fire. 

' . 
usually heavy armor. Below: 150-mm. howit
zer on a Mark II mount with sloping arnior. 



·u.S. BOMBERS 
Bombing planes of the USAAF excel in range, accuracy and firepower 

U . S. bombardment aviation has been doing two big jobs in 
this war. It has been running interference for ground and 

sea forces by knocking out airfields, gun positions, communica
tions, shipping and supplies on all U.S. fronts. It has also been 
carrying out U. S. ideas of airpower by going after factories 
which supply the Axis war machine in Europe. 

The .first job, while important, does not represent a revolu
tionary use of bombing planes. The second, as carried out by the 
USAAF, does. For American airmen have taken a clumsy and 
vulnerable w.eapon, the heavy bomber, one which other air forces 
risk only at night, and used it to achieve precision standards by 
day. 

Precision has always been the main goal of U. S. airmen. They 
hoped to attain it with their accurate bombsights and with 
planes. which could fiy -high enough and fast enough to avoid 
anti-aircraft and fighter opposition. Flying Fortresses of 1935 
could do it; heavy bombers of 1943 cannot. But their withering 

firepower has enabled them to smash their way to their objec
tives-and back. 

In the drive for greater precision, two departures from conven
tional bombing tactics have been introduced. One of these is 
skip-bombing, a strictly American invention. Originally devised 
for obtaining greater accuracy at sea, it enabled skip-bombing 
mediums and heavies to sink ~~ Jap ships in the Bismarck Sea. 
Notable success has also been achieved against land objectives, 
especially on Pantelleria. Second new method now in use is pat
tern bombing, a foreign invention which the AAF has ·refined for 
use on oreasion. Instead of having each plane make its own run, 
lead bombardiers do the sighting for groups of 18. 

A sharp rise in _Nazi fighter opposition has so far failed to stop 
the AAF. They have countered with new formations, added gun 
turrets and a greater use of fighter cover at long range. Still newer 
developments-interchangeable noses and bigger and faster 
bombers-are on their way to meet whatever the A.xis can offer. 



... 
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A..:2o 
Fast and heavily armed, 

it is an ideal at t ack 

plane and light bomber 

M ost versatile of the USAAF's heavier 
planes is the A-!lO. The A-20, also 

known as Boston and Havoc, has per
formed as a day and night fighter, attack
bomber, shallow dive bomber and medi
um-altitude bomber at short range. Fast 
enough to hold its own against most enemy 
fighters, it can also almost suspend its 
movement in the air over a small opera
tional area because of its large flap surface. 

As a night-fighter it carries tremendous 
firepower and played a prominent part in 
breaking up mass raids over England in the 
winter of 1940--41. As a bomber it has seen 
action in virtually every war theater and 
is one of the few American planes in oper
ation under tough fighting conditions 
faced by the Red Air Force. A-20's carried 
out the first U.S. raid over .Europe. On 
July 4, 1942 they smashed German air
fields in The Netherlands. 

RECOGN ITION : The A-20 is a three
place, shoulder-wing monoplane equipped 
with two radial engines housed in under
slung nacelles extending considerably be
yond the wing's trailing edge. Distinctive 
are its tall fin and rudder, the marked di
hedral of the tailplane and the swept-up 
aft section of the fuselage. The wing's lead
ing edge is straight while the trailing edge 
tapers sharply. A solid nose has been built 
into the night-fighter version. the P-70. 

A-20's IN FORMATION show shoulder wing, 
tall fin and rudder and a gracefully turned-up 

after section. Center section of underside of 
A-~O's fuselage has a definite break in contour. 

view of clear silhouette made by shadow. Note 
wing's trailing edge has strong forward sweep. 



BOMBING RABAUL, B-!!5 Mitchell sweeps over burning Jap freight
er. In background, Jaj> warehouses and oil tanks go up in black smoke. 

Modified gull wing, caused by dihedral inboard of engine nacelles, is 
very apparent. Top turret forms projection between fins and rudders. 

B-25 
Steady rugged Mitchell 

/ 

is consistent performer 

TWIN-TAILASSEMBLY and protruding na
celles give B-!!5 a distinctive appearance from 
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Along with doing a great deal of the 
"" routine bombing in Tunisia, Italy, 
China, Burma and New Guinea, the B
~5 has two important "firsts" to its 
eredit. It was the first U. S. Army plane 
to sink an enemy submarine, and B-~'s 
were flown by Major General Doolittle 
and his men to bomb Tokyo. 

The B-~5 is a consistent plane, easy to 
handle and predictable in behavior. It 

below. Its ability to take off from a carrier's 
deck led to choice by Doolittle for Tokyo raid. 

depends on ruggedness and heavy arma
ment to bring it hotne. Ther:e are two .50-
cal. machine guns in the plane's nose; two 
each in top and belly turrets. Some mod
els carry guns in the tail as well. 

RECOGNITION: The B-25 is a twin-en
gine mid-wing monoplane. Outstanding 
features are squarish twin fins and rudders; 
the gull-wing effect created because dihed
ral does not extend outboard of nacelles. 
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B-26 
Terrific punch .features 

this fast medium bomber 

I n speed, range, bomb load and arma
ment the B-26 is unique among medium 

bombers. Its two 2,000-h. p. Double Wasp 
engines give it tremendous power for its 
size, which has paid off. in performance. 
Most heavily armed medium bomber in 
operation, it carries two waist guns in ad
dition to two .50-cal. weapons each in nose, 
top turret and taiL This firepower makes 
the B-26 a murderous ground-strafer. 

The B-26 has been called one of the hot 
planes of the war (i. e., hard to handle). 
But in the hands of a man who can adapt 
himself to its tricks, it is a formidable 
weapon. Contrary to recent reports it is 
not being taken out of production and will 
continue to see plenty of action. Its pres
ent performance from British bases is 
noteworthy. 

Strangely enough, impromptu torpedo
carrying at the Battle of Midway marked 
one of the B-26's first operational appear
ances. Its torpedo-carrying career contin
ued in the Aleutians, but for the present 
it is functioning as a medium bomber, 
making French and Dutch airfields un
tenable for the Luftwaffe. 

RECOGNITION: Perfect streamlining of 
its cigar-shaped fuselage is perhaps the 
B-26's best recognition point. It is a 
shoulder-wing, twin-engine monoplane. 
Both the trailing and leading edges of the 
wing taper· sharply but head-on the wing 
is absolutely straight. Fuselage extends to 
a sharp point beyond tall fin and rudder. 

MARAUDER VIEWED HEAD-ON has been 
eompared to flying torpedo and man-eating 

ON ROME RAID, sleek Marauder bombers 
head for Ciampino Airdrome to the south. Tall 

tin and rudder set well forward, ~ymmetrical 
nose and the sb.oulder wing help identify B-26. 



B-17'S IN FORMATION CAN BE SPOTTED BY TALL FINS, CHARACTERISTIC PATTERN FORMED BY TAILPLANE, RUDDER,FUSELAGE. BELLY TURRETS ARE 

B-17 
Flying Fortresses have 

captured public's fancy 
20 

Darling of the American people is the 
Flying Fortress, theB-17. Developed 

in 1935, the Flying Fortress represents the 
essence of U. S. air philosophy. It was 
built for speed, range and altitude to do 
precision work. 

Before the U. S. entered the war, 50 B-
17C's were lend-leased to Great Britain. 
After two raids on Brest they were rele
gated to Coastal Command because of 

their limited loads. First B-17 to reach 
combat with the U.S. was the D model, a A 
vulnerable ship, especially from the rear .•. 
Tail guns were improvised for early fight-
ing in the Java Sea and the South Pacific 
before the improved B-17E got into action. 

The E was a real change from earlier 
models, incorporating top, tail and belly 
turrets. In redesigning the whole tail struc
ture, Boeing engineers built into the B-17 



CLEARLY VISIBLE ON MOST DISTANT PLANES 

its most prominent recognition feature, a 
~emendous fin. Now in use are B-17F & G . 
•. .Lhe former differs from the E only in in

ternal details. The latter has added a chin 
turret to meet attackers coming in head-on. 

RECOGNITION: Its long and narrow fuse
lage and the huge fin best distinguish the 
B-17. Dihedral stems from the root, and 
the edges of the wing taper equally. Wide 
tailplane has the same shape as the wing. 

CHIN TURRET FEATURES B-17G, NEWEST OF FORTRESSES, MATERIALLY CHANGING SHAPE OF NOSE 

• 

BALL TURRET, HIGH FIN, DIHEDRAL FROM THE WING ROOT ARE NOTEWORTHY IN HEAD-ON VIEW 

il!i ; ~ . • 

OPEN BOMB BAYS SHOW B-17'S READY FOR RUN 
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LONG, NARROW WING of B-'t4 tapers down 
like a knife blade. Seen from this angle, the 

NOSE TURRET represents latest addition to 
B-~4' s firepower which now equals that of B-17. 

Tail plane sits on top of fuselage, while rear gun 
turret is set right into elevator in tail structure. 

B-24 
long- range liberators 
have performed superbl 
on important missions 

T he other half of the USAA.F's heavy 
bombing team is the B-24-the Liber

ator. It has flown on some of the toughest 
runs of the war-Ploesti, the Kuriles, Wien
er Neustadt and The Netherlands East In
dies. To an ever-greater extent it is team
ing up with the B-17 in pounding Germany. 

When viewed head-on, the B-24. looks 
like a box car, and the ability of the thin 
Davis wing to get the bulky fuselage into 
the air seems aerodynamically impossible. 

The Davis wing, however, is practical . 
and is important both from the technical A "; 
and recognitional standpoints. It is ex-W . 
tremely thick at the roots, thin at the tips. 
The plan form of the wing is narrow and 
tapers almost to a point. The wing, which 
was worked out by formula rather than the 
trial and error wind-tunnel method, has a 
small surface that produces very little drag. 

Deficient armament in early models has 
been remedied by adding a nose turret 
and a retractable belly turret. The Libera
tor now has ample firepower to slug its way 
to and from its targets. Despite its apparent 
clumsiness, it matches the speed of its long
er, leaner stablemate, flying over 300 
m.p.h. at a height of more than 30,000 ft. 

RECOGNITION: The B-24 is a high mid
wing monoplane powered by radial engines. 
Dihedral of the long, thin wing is slight; 
wingtips are rounded, as are twin fins 
and rudders set outboard of the stabilizer. 
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For answers. see p . 50 
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H. M . S. ANSON, ONE OF THE NEWEST OF BRITAIN'S HARD-FIGHTING DA1~fL.ESHIPS, PLUN<;ES TJIROUGII A HEAVY SEA UNDER FULL HEAD OF STEAM 

ROYAL FLEET 
ITS SHIPS ARE WINNING THEIR FIGHT 

For four years the Navies of the British 
Commonwealth have been at sea un

der battle orders. Months on end, ships 
have taken the buffets of hard steaming 
and the pounding of the sea. They have 
made port only for supplies and repairs, 
returning immediately to the almost daily 
sea fighting on the oceans of the world. 

That the British could undergo the rig
ors of a four-year war and still remain 
among the rulers of the seas is as much a 
tribute to British shipbuilders and de
signers as to British courage and seaman
ship. The ships of the Royal Navies are 
fighting ships. They frequently lack the 
fine developments of German and Ameri
can warships, but they are eminently suit
ed to their job of patroling the farftung 
sea fmntiers of the British Empire. 

Even the most modern British ships 
are conspicuous for their lack of such re
finements as streamlining, a fad carried 
to extremes in the beautiful but ineffec
tive Italian ships. The superstructure of a 
British warship is a square bulky mass. 
Its fiat surfaces and straight lines make it 
quick and inexpensive to build, easy. to 
repair. Even the matter of painting the 
ship is facilitated by this structure. 

The design of British ships is colored 
by the British philosophy of battle. Be
cause of the long lines of communication 
between the Dominions and the island 
kingdom, it is necessary for the big ships 
to be at sea for long stretches. Overly 
complicated structural arrangements must 
he avoided so that repairs can be made at 
sea or at. outlying bases. 1\Toreover, it is 

accepted as a first premise that warships 
are made to fight, and that in fighting 
some ships will be lost. For this reason, 
original construction costs must be kept 
as low as is practical. In round figures two 
King George V's could be built for the 
price of one North Carolina. 

· All of this has had an effect on their 
appearance and hence on their recogni
tion. The ships of the King George V Class, 
for example, have a certain beauty (see 
above), but it is functional beauty like 
that of a steel mill or grain elevator, not 
that of a pleasure yacht. Tower bridges 
are fortresses in looks as well as fact. The 
broad stacks are set bolt upright. The 
decks are straight from bow to stern with 
no rakish lines. British ships are easy to 
t·eeognize, easy to sail and hard to heat. 
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I" the 43 silhouettes printed on these pages, the sizes and shapes 

of the major warships of the Navies of the British Commonwealth 

are presented in one spread. Among these are four which do not ap

pear in the Recognition Training List published in the November issue 

of the Journal: the "S" Class destroyers, the light cruisers Belfast and 

Adelaide, and the minelayer Abdiel. Missing from the grid are sil-

houettes of the new Lion Class battleships, information about which 

must be withheld temporarily for security reasons. 

Though most of the British capital ships are fairly old-some of 

them having been laid down during World War 1-they have been 

frequently modernized with consequent changes in appearance. On 

the other hand, the present strenuous, drawn-out war at sea has meant 

heavy losses in the lighter ships and the necessary production of many 

new classes. The best intelligence currently available has been made 

use of to incorporate these changes in the grid. 

Though the silhouetted ships are the most important British ships 

from the viewpoint of firepower, in numbers they are greatly out

ranked by the many small patrol and escort craft. A grid of these ships 

and small U. S. naval vessels, which create one of the greatest prob

lems of recognition, will be presented in an early issue of the Journal. 

SCALE: EACH SQUARE EQUALS 100 FT. 
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.BATTLESHIPS 
OLDER CLASSES HAVE 

FOUGHT IN TWO WARS 

T he eight British battleships which make up the Royal Sovereign 
and Queen Elizabeth Classes date from World War I. Units of 

both classes were at Jutland, while the Queen Elizabeth, which 
played a prominent role in the Dardanelles, was Beatty's flagship 
when the German High Seas Fleet surrendered off the Firth of 
Forth. In this war, the Royal Sovereigns have largely been used in 
patrol service. Prior to the outbreak of war, this class was slated 
for the scrap heap and so was never modernized. 

Though older in years, the Queen Elizabeths are more modern 
tactically. They were the first oil-burning BB's of the world. Their 
design anticipated the "fast battleship" of today in combining 
the attributes of the dreadnought and battle cruiser. Originally 
built as two-staGkers, they underwent modernization in the 1920's 
which trunked the two stacks into one. In the mid-1930's further 
modification brought the Warspite, Valiant and Queen Elizabeth 
up to date; the Malaya was altered somewhat less. 

RECOGNITION: The four Royal Sovereigns are almost identical. 
All have wide quarterdecks, broad stacks set close to the tripod fore
mast, casemate batteries recessed amidships. Modernized Queen 
Elizabeths are similar in having massive tower bridges just forward 
of low broad stacks; hangars, cranes and catapults abaft the stack. 

ROYAL SOVEREIGN CLASS distinguished at a distance by the long low 
hull from which projects a single broad stack and a comparatively light 

H. M.S. RESOLUTION, the fourth unit of the Royal Sovereign Class, is 
unique in having catapult mounted on No.3 turret. Like her sisters, she 
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!lULL FORM OF QUEEN ELIZABETH IS LONG OVAL WITH HEAVIEST SECTION 

tripod foremast and bridge structure. Royal Sovereign and Revenge have 
a light pole mainmast; Resolution and Ramillies have a tripod mainmast. 

has old single-purpose casemated secondaries, and like most refitted ships, 
she has additional small anti-aircraft guns which cluster about the island .. 



ANTI-TORPEDO BLISTERS ADDI.;D IN REFITTING MAKI> HULL SEEM J.;XCEPTIONALLY BROAU IN CONTRAST TO RATHER SMALL TURRETS 

THE MALAYA is least modernized of the Queen Elizabeths. Unlike War
spite and Queen Elizabeth, Malaya has chief weight of superstructure in 

H. M. S. WARSPITE'S blockhouse-like tower bridge is typical of later 
British battleship designs. Though ugly compared to streamlined Italians 

the stack rather than in the tower. Small triangular deckhouse just aft of 
pole mainmast is an identifying characteristic of the class from the air. 

and Germans, square outlines make them economical to build and easy to 
maintain, vital considerations for a wartime building and repair program. 
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H.M.S. DUKE OF YORK takes a heavy sea 
in the patrol of North Atlantic. Even in bow 
view, massive tower bridge, separated stacks 

BATTLE 
BRITAIN'S BEST 

The ships on these two pages represent 
the greatest strength of England's bat

tleline. The oldest of these, the battle 
cruiser Renown, has a fine fighting record. ~ 

Off N arvik, she outgunned the Scharn
horst and Gneisenau and chased them 
back to port. In the Mediterranean, as the, 
backbone of Force H, she kept a powerful 
Italian fleet penned behind the coastal 
minefields. The Renown's long cruise.· 
lines give her a distinctive appearance 
and she is the only capital ship in exist
ence with three twin turrets. 

Rodney and Nelson were to be super-

H.M.S. RENOWN is the longest of His Ma
jesty's ships. The island structure is separated, 
with two broad stacks and tower brid~te forward 
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and light tripod mainmast mark her as King 
George V Class ship. Units of class have acted 
as tral!_satlantic ferry for British personages. 

POWER 
ARE NEW SHIPS 
Hoods of 48,000 tons displacement but 
were caught by the limitations of theW ash
ington treaty. To conserve space and 
weight, the nine 16-in. guns were concen
trated forward so that these ships look like 
no others. Despite their reduced design 
they arc the most powerful British ships. 

Five units of the King George V Class 
have been commissioned. They were the 
first British battleships laid down after 
the abrogation of the limitations treaties 
hut were probably designed during the 
treaty era. They are medium-sized but 

~. have more speed than older battlewagon-s. 

'>- of the catapult well deck and a long low deck
house aft. Tall tripod foremast stands clear of 
tower and forestack, mainmast is light tripod. 

modernized Queen Elizabeths, King George V 
ships have square-cut blockhouse style towers. 

.. 
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TilE FLIGHT DECK ()F H. M. S. FURIOUS STOPS SHORT OF POINTED STERN, WELL SHORT OF BOW 

FLEET CARRIERS 
HIT BISMARCK~ ITALIANS 

During the late days of World War I, a 
flight of planes took off from the deck 

of a converted cruiser, the H.M.S. Furious, 
flew to Tondern and attacked the Ger
man zeppelin sheds there. This was the 
first successful carrier-launched air attack. 
The ship from which the planes flew, hav
ing gone through two complete rcfittings, 
is still on active service. 

Designed as a "large cruiser," to support 
an invasion of the Baltic, the Furious was 
intended to carry two 18-in. or four 15-in. 
guns. Before commissioning, however, she 
was transformed into a semi-aircraft car
rier by building a flying-off deck from the 
bridge to the bow. Later a flying-on deck 
was added aft and still later the centerline 
stack and island were removed. In 1939 

the present mast and island were added. 
The chief strength of Britain's fleet 

carrier force is the four ships of the Illus
trious Class. Among them they have built 
up an enviable battle record. It was planes 
from the Victorious which located the Bis
marck and planes from the Illustrious 
which stopped her. The Illustriou.<t also 
launched the planes which wrecked Ta
ranto while the Formidable was a major 
element in the rout at Cape Matapan. 

RECOGNITION: The Illustrious Class 
has a block shaped island on the starboard 
side amidships, a light tripod mast and pole 
mainmast. Flight deck is joined to sides of 
hull at bow and stern. Pairs of pillbox, dual
purpose twin mounts are set in each bow 
and quarter of symmetrical flight deck. 

LONG, LOW FOREDECK, ROUNDED LEADING EDGE 01'' FLIGHT DECK ARE FEATURES OF .FURIOUS 
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AUXILIARIES 
SMALLER CARRIERS 

HELP SWELL FLEET 

Prime development of the sea-air war since 1939 is the baby car
rier used for escort and ferrying. Though this has been chiefly a 
U.S. development, the British and Japanese have both made use 
of it. The Royal Navies have chiefly used our small carriers but 
three ships of British construction are in auxiliary aircraft service. 

One of these, the Argus, is one of the first aircraft carriers ever 
designed. Originally laid down in a British shipyard for an 
ian steamship line as the S. S. Conte Rosso in 1914, her "''""1~rnn 
tion was halted by the outbreak of World War I. When the Admi
ralty decided to build carriers, t~e hull was converted to aircraft 

SMALL ISLAND FAR FORWARD MIGJIT CAUSE CONFUSION WITH JAPS 

OPEN SPACE ABOVE LOW MERCHANT STERN AND PLUMB BOW DISTINGUISH THE ARGUS WHEN SEEN FROM ABEAM. BOW EXTENDS UP TO FLIGHT DECK 



service, being completed in Sept. 1918. Since then it has been 
three times refitted, the last time in 1939. 

Two newer British conversions are the Activity and the Uni
corn. The first is a converted British merchantman, not unlike our 
Bogue Class carriers. The second is converted from a naval auxil
iary, originally designed as a Fleet Air Arm supply and repair ship. 
Because of its heavy island and general lines it resembles a combat 
carrier, particularly the larger Illustrious Class. 

The main portion of the British escort carrier fleet is made up of 
ships almost identical in appearance with equivalent American 

carriers. These the Royal Navy refers to as "Woolworth carriers" 
(i.e. 5- and 10-cent class). They are divided into three classes: the 
Archer Class which is the British equivalent of the U. S. Long 
Island Class; the Battler Class, equivalent to U.S. Bogue's; and 
Trumpeter Class, equivalent to our Prince William Class. The 
Battlers and Trumpeters are identical. 

RECOGNITION: Argus has plumb bow, low merchant stern and 
high freeboard. Activity resembles ourSangamons but its flight deck 
extends almost to the cruiser stern. Unicorn is unique and read
ily identifiable by its large island which resembles a Fleet carrier's. 



TORPEDO BOMBIN 
The best way to sink a ship is to stop it with a submarine mine. 

Masses of explosive, moored or afloat in the sea, will rip the 
bottom fromany ship, weaken and buckle her plates beyond re
pair. But the mine kills only by accident. The ship must contact 
the mine's antennae or cross its audio or magnetic field in order to 
set it off. And it can kill a friend just as easily as a foe·. 

The torpedo is a modification of the super-destructiveness of 
the mine. Powered by compressed air, hot gases or electric mo
tors, it can be directed at its target and sent on its lethal way at 
speeds up to 40 knots. It carries a lighter charge than a mine, but 
the possibility of .scoring an effective hit is many times higher. 

No weapon has played a more dramatic role in World War II 
than the torpedo plane. Used most effectively in the South Pacific 
and the Mediterranean, it has accounted for many naval losses. 
Some nations, notably the U.S., BritainandJapan,haveuseditwith 
skill and daring; time and again their pilots have scored successes. 

Experiments in torpedo carrying are almost as old as the air
plane itself. In the U. S., Rear-Admiral Bradley A. Fiske began 
experiments for the Navy back in 1910. In Europe, Italian Cap
tain Guidoni successfully dropped a 352-lb. torpedo from an 80-
h.p. Farman plane in 1911. This work was sufficiently successful 
so that in August 1915, when World War I was well under way, 
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Flight Commander C. H. K. Edmonds of the Royal Navy could fly 
his Short 184 into the Dardanelles and sink a 5,000-ton Turkish 
freighter, the first victim of an aerial torpedo. 

From then till now, aerial torpedoing has been a required subject 
for all naval air forces. Perhaps the most intent torpedoists have 
been the Japanese, who made their pilots practice under simulated 
battle conditions. This paid off in the early days of 194~ when the. 
Japs ran up a heavy score against us, but in the long run their 
losses have slackened their daring. 

Since early German war plans did not include naval acti(,>n, the 
torpedo plane as such was shelved for land-based planes. Thus when 
the Nazis discovered that they needed torpedo bombers, they had 
to fall back on their old stunt of adapting what they had. The 
Italians, on the other hand, having to fight their war in their 
sea, the Mediterranean, made torpedo bombing their chief · 
Their peacetime maneuvers were spectacular and the morale of 
the torpedo pilots was the highest in the Regia Aeronautica. But 
the Italians never had much of an appetite for this war, aad in the 
face of resistance the pilots have not pressed home their attacks. 

Though we cannot overlook the early Jap successes torpedo 
bombing has reached its greatest heights with the British and U.S. 
Naval and Marine fliers. The British using the Fairey Swordfish 



.,AZARDOUS COMBAT JOB 

. DONE BY NAVAL FLIERS 
scored notable torpedo victories at Taranto, Cape Matapan and 
throughout the Mediterranean. In northern waters, they caught 
the Bismarck and stopped its career for good. Now that the Fleet 
Air Arm is using the TBF (which they call the Tarpon), they have 

~ a faster, huskier plane to take 'into combat, but the Royal Navy 
; still has a soft place in its heart for the plane it calls "Old String-
~ · bags." 

The United States' torpedo career began tragically at Midway 
when Torpedo 8 gallantly Hew their outmoded TBD's to almost 
complete obliteration. Yet, in this same battle, the world's best 
torpedo bomber, the TBF, was introduced. Since that time, in 
naval battles in the South Pacific and on anti-shipping missions 

_the world over, the Avenger has come in to score. 
Though torpedo bombing is one of the more dangerous jobs in 

war-the very nature of the attack requires that the pilot 
bring his plane into point-blank range, hold it steady before drop
ping his fish-the TBFbas been a great success. In the great naval 
engagements in the Solomons last fall torpedo bombers held the turn 
of the battle in balance. Major George Dooley, leading Marine Corps 
VMTB l:Jl,andLieut. Comdr. Coffin, leading Navy's VT10, made 
enough runs to put 11 torpedoes into a Kongo Class battleship. 
Such magnificent fighting highlights a good weapon and good pilots. 

Ill ,.,.., 
.,.~ 

. EARLY U.S. TORPEDO PLANE, Hown from experimental carrier Langley, makes 
perfect drop from low altitude as Naval fliers learn their hazardous trade . 

TORPEDO WILL ENTER WATER smoothly, proceed to the target. Often, in early at
tempts, torpedoes porpoised off at odd angles or failed to discharge at all. 



TBF 
U.S. NAVY'S PLAN 
IS BIG, VERSATIL 
At the time of the Battle for Midway~ 

M. the U. S. Navy's standard torpedo 
plane was the Douglas-built TBD. This 
-was a good plane in its day but the de
velopment of war planes had .caught up to ' 
it and passed it. As a result its first com
bat experience was disastrous. Fortunate
ly, a new American torpedo bomber was 
coming into operation. In fact, six TBF's 
had already arrived at Midway and more 
were rushed to fill the gap. Since then the 
newspapers have supplied a steady chron
icle of its feats. 

The TBF, or Avenger, is a big, 
and versatile plane. It has performed 
prime task · beautifully as the sha 
hulks of the Kongo, Shokaku, Ryujo and 
a large part of the Jap merchant fleet will 
testify. Moreover, it has been the Navy's 
best scout carrier plane; its ·great belly 
being able to carry -an exceptionally large 
radio installation. In missions against land 
targets, the TBF is a fine glide bomber 
capable of toting a one-ton bomb loa&
And at least one TBF is reported in use as 
an eight-man inter-island transport. The 
Avenger will carry a bigger load farther 
and faster than any other torpedo plane 
in action and :will -get its cargo and crew 
home even after severe battle damage. 

RECOGNITION: Features are Grumman 
wing, deep-be1tied fuselage, square-cut fin 
and rudder. Belly gunner's position forms<;: 
marked step in underside of the fuselage. 
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T8F'S IN DRY RUN on the U. S. carrier Saratoga display characteristic atti . 
tudes of real torpedo attack. The nearest plane shows its chunky fusela?;e 

FALLING TORPEDO leaves trail of vapor as the compressed air motor be
gins to turn. Planes will now jiuk off line of approach and head for home. 

··/ .. · . . . 

·-

I 

in straight flight while other planes in the group peel away after dropping 
their fish. In the background is an American destroyer of the Fletcher Class. 

AVENGER'S WING seems stubby in contrast to big heavy fuselage when seen 
in a quartering view; cockpit canopy projects well above f11selage barrel. 
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TORPEDO-CARRYING BEAUFORTS OF RAF COASTAL COMMAND, SHOWN ON PATROL, HAVE TAKEN HEAVY TOLL OF SHIPPING IN ENGLISH CHANNEL AND NORTH SEA 

BEAUFORT 
LAND-BASED TB OF RAF 

ATTACKS GERMAN CONVOYS 

·~

Smashing Nazi convoys off Norway, France and the Low Coun
tries is one of the main functions of the RAF's torpedo-carrying 
Beaufort. Faster and more heavily armed than the torpedo planes 
of the Fleet Air Arm, the Beauforts have penetrated harbors and 
fjords to deliver their attacks. 

RECOGNITION: A mid-wing monoplane with two radial en
gines, the Beaufort can be recognized by the high cabin atop the 
fuselage, terminating in a gun turret. Horizontal tailplane has 
V-shaped cut-out. Dihedral is confined to outer panels of the wing. 

LONG, HIGH CABIN features side view of Beau
forts. Familiarity with their fins and rudders is 

important, for it is identical on Blenheims and 
Beaufighters, other Bristol planes of the RAF. 
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. ~ BEAURGHTER SWOOPS LOW IN SIMULATED ATTACK ON CONVOY IN. ATLANTIC. RECOGNITION AT THIS DISTANCE IS EASY BUT WOULD COME TOO LATE IN. COMBAT 

BEAU FIGHTER 
BUlL T AS FIGHTER, IT NOW 
SERVES AS TORPEDO BOMBER 

I 

---•a•rr-~\D -

Developed from the Beaufort, the Beaufighter is a faster, smal
ler, all-purpose plane which achieved success as a torpedo carrier in 
the Mediterranean. A workhorse of ·the RAF, it may be seen on 
all fronts. It can attack shipping either as a torpedo plane or as 
fighter escort for Beauforts. 

RECOGNITION: The Beaufighter's wing, fin and rudder are 
identical with the Beaufort's. However, strong dihedral of the tail
plane, engines set forward of fuselage, and a blister in place of the 
cabin-turret combination mark chief di'fferences from prototype. 

SOLID NOSE of the Beaufighter lies well aft of 
propellers. A newer model (silhouette, left) has 

inline engines. As a fighter the British call it 
the most heavily armed one now in operation. 
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ODD WING TIPS CURVING BACK FROM LEADING EDGE, TAILPLANE WITH LARGER ELEVATORS THAN STABILIZERS DISTINGUISH SWORDFISH FROM OTHER BIPLANES 

PROMINENT COWL, HAYSTACK FIN AND RUDDER MARK SWORDRSH IN SIDEVIEW STRUTS AND WIRES BETWEEN WINGS GIVE IT NAME OF "OLD STRING BAGS" 

SWORDFISH 
SANK ITALIAN FLEET AT TARANTO 
Though the chief torpedo plane of the 

British Fleet Air Arm, the Fairey Sword
fish, looks as if it did not belong in the 
same air with today's fighting planes, it 
has one of the most remarkable battle 
records of the war. To its credit lie the 
sinking of the major elements of the Ital
ian Fleet at Taranto, the stopping of the 
Bismarck, the cutting of Rommel's sea 
supply lines and the battering of the Vit
torio Veneto at Matapan. On one occa
sion, at Bomba Bay, three Swordfish, 
with one torpedo each, sank four enemy 
ships; the last torpedo blew up one ship 
which set another on fire. 

The Swordfish is slow but makes up for 
it by being highly maneuverable and 
a good diver. After a high approach be
hind cloud cover, it dives, drops its fish 
and jinks for home. By flying low, the 
Swordfish makes it difficult for fighters to 
dive on it, turns inside them when they do. 

RECOGNITION: The Swordfish is an 
old-fashioned biplane with a maze of 
wing struts and heavy truss undercarri
age . . Upper wing is swept back, lower one 
straight. Prominent nose cowling and ex
tended elevators are other distinctive fea
tures. Latest version has a glazed-in cock
pit cover as shown in the silhouette at left. 
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i • f HIGH TAILPLANE MAKES BARRACUDA UNIQUE AMONG SINGLE-ENGINE PLANES. lONG NOSE HAS BULBOUS RADIATOR. COCKPIT IS FORWARD OF LEADING EDGE 

BARRACUDA 
GIVES NEW SPEED TO FLEET 

AIR ARM'S TORPEDO ATTACK 

To overcome the Swordfish's chief weakness, its slowness, the 
Fleet Air Arm has adopted the Barracuda, a fast, high mid-wing 
monoplane, as its newest torpedo-reconnaissance plane. Like the 
Swordfish, it is eminently fitted for the diving type of attack. In 
addition, its greater speed makes the Barracud~ also useful for 
attacks at zero altitude at night or in heavy weather. 

RECOGNITION: Most distinctive features are the high-set, 
strut-braced tailplane and large dive brakes projecting behind 
trailing edge of wing. The high mid-wing tapers from a thick 
wing root to a thin tip. The fuselage is long and sleek, with the 
nose projecting well ahead of the leading edge. Greenhouse ex
tends from the pilot's cockpit to beyond the trailing edge of wing. 

IN THE A TTACK.Barra.cuda' s dive brakes are con
spicuous below thickset wing: tailplane rides 

high above slender fuselage. In head-on view, 
cockpit canopy is also apparent above wing. 
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KATES MAKE A SUCCESSFUl TORPEDO ATTACK ON THE U.S. AIRCRAFT CARRIER HORNET DURING THE BATTLE OF SANTA CRUZ. CARRIER-BASED THEY RESEMBLE 

JAPANESE TB'S 
ENEMY USES THEM SUCCESSFULLY 

Spearheads of Japanese seapower in the 

Pacific and Indian Oceans have been 

the torpedo bombers of the Jap Navy. 

They accounted for much of the destruc

tion at Pearl Harbor, sank the Prince of 

Wales and Repulse and contributed heav

ily to U. S. losses in the Solomons area. 

Three planes, Kate, Betty and Nell, 

have made most of the Japanese torpedo 

attacks. Kate is a single-engine carrier

based plane designed primarily for torpedo 

action. The other two are big twin-engine 

medium bombers, able to deliver high-level 

as well as torpedo attacks. 
Japanese maneuvers in peacetime em

phasized torpedo practice under realistic 

combat conditions. ~While many planes were 

lost, a high degree of accuracy was achieved. 

RECOGNITION: Kate is a low-wing mo

noplane powered by a single radial engine. 

Long, horizon tal greenhouse accommodates 

crew. Pronounced dihedral of wing stems 

from points considerably outboard of fuse

lage. Fin is a high triangle with rounded top. 

ONE KATE (CENTER) HAS JUST CRASHED WHILE ANOTHER EVADES ANTI-AIRCRAFT FIRE FROM AN ATLANTA ClASS liGHT CRUISER IN THE SANTA 
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CREW OF JU-88 is housed in extreme forward sec
tion of fuselage. Below: bombardier's position is 

in the small gondola below nose on starboard side,. 
Torped? bombing 1s but one of .Tl1-88's jobs .. 

JU-88 
IS LATECOMER 

TORPEDO BOMBER 

Most prominent omission from the Luft
waffe's ranks when war began was 

the torpedo bomber. Germany had but 
one carrier and did not plan an immediate 
naval offensive. Since limited resources 
demanded that only essential weapons be 
built, specialized torpedo-carrying air
craft were shelved in favor of the more 
versatile level born hers . .-\ few old He-115 's 
on coastal patrol did carry torpedoes but 
their performance was so mediocre that 
they hadnothingmorethan nuisance value. 

Late in 1941, however, a means had 
be found for stopping the :\Iurmansk 
voys and the reliable He-111 was pressed 
into service for torpedo dropping. This 
was soon supplt·mentcd by -the faster 
Ju-88. To train crews for these planes a 
torpedo-bombing school was set up at 
Grosseto in Italy, where the Nazis could 
take advantage of the :\Iediterranean ex
perience of their Fascist ally. 

Both Italian and German torpedo
bombing squadrons favor the low-level 
attack, particularly against convoys. They 
come in low, hopping the masts of the 
ships. lly making their getaway at zero 
altitude, they make it difficult for the 
escorting vessels to fire without imperiling 
the ships of the convoy. 
RECOGNITION: Wings tapering only on 
the outboard section, bulbous nose help 
identify .Ju-88. Underslung radial-type 
nacelles project well ahead of the wing. 
Hounded rudder extends beyond tailplane. 
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~ARACTERISTIC INDENTATION ON TRAiliNG ED~EOF THE WING AND OFFSET NOSE ARE DISTINCTIVE -FEATURES OF HEINKEl 111. THE TAilPlANE IS A SMOOTH ElliPSE 

~ 
e-

HE-Ill I 

--------==-"«;r-~~-... --------.~.....-.!!:!' 

I' Tj~o/~0 b~~.~~~:~~~n~~EN~~~. i:~ wo~,~~t~ ~h~~ tical operation but it is one which sel- makes the plane a particularly good target 
- dom involves a great many planes. It is re- in an always risky business. 
~ ported that the Germans have never had The two torpedoes carried by the He-ll1 
f more than 50 torpedo planes in a state of may be of either German or Italian make. 
_, "crewed serviceability," i.e., in good shape The German one, the I<'5B, carries a some-
} with trained men to fly them. Of these, the what heavier charge, but the Italian F5W 
;.._ majority up to this year have been Heinkel has a speed of 36 knots, 3 knots more than 
f. 111 's, at least two squadrons of which the F5B, and a somewhat greater range. 
,, were ready for action in April 1942. F5W has further advantages of a more sen-t The Heinkel111 is by no means an ideal sitivewarhead and a higher altitude of drop. 
~Arpedo bomber. It is at best a fair make- RECOGNITION: Noteworthy on He-111 
\ 111l11111Kift. Being large, it has the advantage of are indentations at wing root, swept-back 
·' carrying two torpedoes. Being rugged, it wing and elliptical tail-plane. In total form, 
~- can frequently get home after it is hit. the plane seems heavy-bodied, bat-winged. 

,. 
": 

ROUNDED CONTOURS of He-Ill give it more grace than most German planes. 
The fin and rudder repeat the elliptical shape of horizontal tail surfaces. 

NACELLES of the two inline engines project almost equally with the nose of 
the fuselage. Belly gunner's gondola is prominent in quartering views. 
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QUIZ N0.3: TANKS & ARMORED CARS 
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BRITISH 
VS. JAP 
·R anging the skies over ~astern 

Asia and the South Pacific are 
two fighter planes that are likely to 
be confused. One, the Hawker Hur
ricane, is well-known to pilots and 
gunners in the European Theater of 
Operations where few, if any, mem
bers of the armed forces have seen 
its twin-Tony-first Jap fighter to 
appeat: with an inline engine. 

On this page are four views of · 
each plane to be studied. Outstand
ing difference between them lies in 
the tail structure. Whereas Hurri
cane's. tailplane forms a perfect el- · 
!ipse, Tony's is almost triangular 
with straight trailing edge, sharp 
taper on leading edge. Both planes 
have cutaway in elevator. The Hur
ricane's rudder extends beyond tail
plane trailing edge; Tony's ends 
flush. Hurricane's fin and rudder are 
smoothly rounded, Tony's are high. 
Hurricane's radiator is set closer 
forward under cockpit than Tony's, 
and for service in both Asia and 
Africa it is equipped with an extra 
large scoop directly under the nose. 

. . ' 
~~-~·~"""~-''-' .. . 

. ·1: 

8 

(For key to numbers, see p. 50) 
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NEWS :&, MISCEL·LANV 
NEW SILHOUE.TTE 
A provisional silhouette of the new Japanese 
twin-engine aircraft, first photographed in the 
Army Air Forces' raid on Wewak (see Journal, 
NOfl. issue), is given below. Further data is not 
available. 

• • 

NEWS 
According to the latest information available 
the enemy aircraft most likely to be encoun
tered in the Mediterranean area are as follows: 

Fighters: 
Me-109 (Fighter-Bomber) 
Me-!l10 (Fighter-Bomber) 

Light Bombers: 
Ju-88 (High altitu<fe recco) 
Ju-86 

Medium Bombers: 
He-111 
Do-!l17 

Reconnaissance: 
FW-!lOO 

Transports: 
Ju-5!l 

• 
The Japanese fighter formerly referred to as 
"Hap" (see Journal, September issue, p. 31) 
has officiaJly been renamed "Damp." 

• 
Information from the I Troop Carrier Com
mand indicates that in aircraft recognition 
training, emphasis should , be placed on the 
C-47 and the C-53 type of aircraft carrying the 

CREDITS 
The pictures used In the loa'rrcl, unless 
otherwise specified C.. Wow) came 
from the Allied Armed Services. 
16-Dmltri K-' 
17-Top lo. bot. right; Dmitri Keuel 
1-Top, £Jiot £11aofoft 
20-Top, Frank SohenehC't 
21-To~c.Boeino AIPCnlft court.•Y N. W. Apr & Son. 

22-llot.. left, w.w. 
23-Dmltri K-' 
2~Feurt.h row cent.,. a. •tth row left, Fra11k 

Schenohel; fifth r.ow right, Peter Stackpole; 
UJI't" POW eenter, A..P .. 

39-Bot. rtght and left, Pet..,. Stackpole 
41-Top, ..... ,. .. So~IMI 
46--Laft oen'hf', E.urepean . 

:~~~~::j.~o~:~:":>.!:~d~. Wide 
World 

external para-racks (so~etimes called equip
ment bundle racks) as these racks might be 
mistaken by ground forces and naval forces as 
external bombs. 

TRAINING ·FILMS 
A series of new Recognition Training Films 
arebeingproduced bytheArmy,Navyand the 
British working in cooperation. The WEFT 
series are not recommended as they are obso
lete and suitable only as a stopgap until new 
films are released. 

Every training motion picture and film strip 
is assigned a serial number. Letters used in · 
this series have the following meanings: 

First Jetter (type of visual aid): 
M-motion picture 

Second letter (source} 
N-United States Navy 
A-United States Army 
B-British 

MN-491 Identification of TBF 
MA-!l~6a Recognition of the Hudson III 
MA-!l~6c Recognition of the Grumman F4F 
MA-!l~6e Recognition of the Catalina 

PBY-5 
MA-!l465 Identification of Jap Zero 
MA-409a Identification of Aircraft, Gen'l 

Char3cteristics & Types of U. S. 
Military Planes 

MA-409b Identification of Aircraft, Dis
tinguishing Features of U.S. Mil
itary Planes 

HA-409ad Identification of Aircraft, The 
North American B-!l5, Medium 
Bomber 

• 
Quiwrajt Series: 
MB-143!la (Navy) Quizcraft I (9~ minutes) 

T. F. 1-8600 (Army} 
How to identify the Super-Marine Spitfire, 
the Hurricane, Ju-88, Halifax and Blen
heim 4. 

MB-148!lb 
T.F. 1-8601 Quizcraft II (9 minutes) 
Shows the Curtiss Tomahawk, Bell Aim
cobra, Junkers 87-B, Lockheed Hudson and 
Wellington Bomber in different attitudes of 
flight and the audience is asked to identify 
them. They are named by commentator and 
some~ftheirprominentfeaturespointedout. 

MB-148!lc Quizcraft m (9~ minutes) 
T.F. 1-360!l 
.! Defiant, Stirling, Bristol Beaufighter, 
Manchester and Catalina are shown in flight 
as the commentator asks if you can identify 

QUIZ ANSWERS 
QUIZ No.1 QUIZ No.2: 

In or Out 1. C-60 

Plane of Range Range 2. FW-200 
3. Whltf_, 

1. Rufe Ill 2,000 ft. 4. Sunder-
2. F4F In 750ft. ...... 
3. Spitfire v Ill 2,000 ft. 5- He-117 
4. Me-110 Ill 1,800 ft. 6. Beau-
5- Beautlg"- Out 3,000 ft. 1.~=-6. Hurricana I In 1,200 ft. 1. F6F In 500ft. tura 
8- Oscar Ill 1,800 ft. 8. PB2Y 
9.F4U Ill 750ft. Coronado 

10. Me-110 In 1,500 ft. 
11. Tony In 1,000 ft. 
12. Rufe In 1,500 ft. 
13. Oscar In 150ft. 

these planes. The names of the planes are 
given and their principal identifying fea
tures are discussed briefly. 

MB-143!ld Quizcraft IV (9 minutes) 
T.F. 1-3603 
Shows the Maryland Bomber, Messer
schmitt 109-E, Sunderland Flying Boat, 
Whitley Bomber and Douglas Boston Mark 
III in various attitudes of flight and audi
ence is asked to identify-them,,~Theirnames 

are given by the commentator and some 
of their prominent features are pointed out. 

MB-1432e Quizcraft V (lo minutes) 
T.F. 1-3604 
A Fulmar, Messerschmitt 110, Heinkel III, 
Bristol, Beaufort and Mustang are shown 
in various flight attitudes as the commen
tator asks if these planes can be identified. 
Names of planes are given and their princi
pal identifying features are discussed briefly. 

MB-1432f Quizcraft VI (9~ minutes) 
T.F. 1-3605 
Typhoon, Ju-5!l, Focke-Wulf 190, Lancaster, 
Mosquito 

MB-143!lg Quizcraft VII (11 minutes) 
. T.F. 1-3606 

Series of shots from different distances and 
angles of Mitchell, Liberator, Lightning, Ma
rauder, Flying Fortress. The identification 
features of various planes are pointed out. 

CORRECTIONS 
Correction (Journal, Oct. issue, p. 21): Ger
man six-wheeled armored car has power on 
only the four rear wheels. 

• 
Corrections to be made to U. S. Navy BaSic 
Slide List dated 19 July 1943: 
Slide Numbers Corrections 
176!l, 1840 Sally not Kate 
1686A, 1687A, 1688A, 1689, 
1817, 1959, 1967 
1968, 1969, 1970 All Baltimore, A:so not A-81. 
!lM 7 digits 

• 
The Division of Naval Intelligence has pointed 
out an error in identification of the ships in the 
photograph on page three of the November 
issue of the Journal. 

Bycomparison with the center spread of the 
U.S. Naval vessels (Journal, Sept. p. 26-27) 
the ships may be correctly identified as be
longing to the Benson or Livermore Classes. 
This error in recognition should not be attri
buted to the "Bumps." 

9. Ju-88 QUIZ No.3 8. British 
10. Arado 196. Cromwell 
11. Beaufort 1. Germall 9. 'Brttlah 
12. Bai'I'IICuda halftracks Valellltlfte 
13. Hampdell 2. Germall 10. Gennallll' ·- -
14. Blohm&. PzKwlll ._.........__ 

v- 3. British .......... 
Ha-138 ChW'ehllls -15- PBYC.U- 4. Brttlah 11. Gwn.ll 
llna Covena- PzKwiV 

16. Beaufort S.. U.S.M5A1 12. Italian 
17. Blenheim 6. British 4-----
18. He-115 Crusader- arm.,..... 

7. U.S. M-3 car 

KEY TO PLANES on p. 49: 
Hurt'lcafte: 1, 3, 5, 7 
Tony: 2,4,6,8 

THE U. S. ARMY-NAVY JOURNAL OF RECOGNITION IS PUBLISHED BY THE U. S . WAR AND NAVY DEPARTMENTS 
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&OX-liKE 

FUSELAGE ¢ 

IIESSERSCHMITT 
GEIIMAIIY 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES: Six-engine, high-wing 
monoplane. Very long wings are capered co small , 
squarish tips . Flat center section is very thick. Long 
outer panels have marked dihedral. Nose-heavy, 
humpback fuselage tapers sharply aft of the wing. 
Landing gear consists of-five wheels in tandem under 
each side of forward fuselage . Horizontal tail plane 
is long and slender, resembles wing in plan with cut
out in elevators. Extremely tall, narrow, single fin 
and rudder has slightly tapered edges and round tip . 

NOVEMBER. 1943 
FROM DATA CU RRENTLY AVAILABLE 

··l ' -~ ·~·~ 

' NOTE • This page is to be cut along dott 
'§r;~... • lines -~above and below), :added t 

the.._ r oper na~Jo :~~ctlon in the Rec~_g 'll 
.. Pictf)l'ia { Man ua e.d.ots indicate perfo.ratl 

HIGH FIN AND RUDDER ~ 

TRANSPORT • .., r 
REICH 

* SCALE 
6-FOOT MAN 

INTEREST: The Me-32-3 is a modified , powered version 
of the Me-32.1 Gigant glider . During the final stages of 
the Tunisian campaign, P-40 Warhawks compleccly 
destroyed a large formation of these giants attempting 
roland supplies for the besieged German troops. With 
a full military load of about 4o,ooo pounds, some 
sore of assisted cake-off, either a tug or rockets, 
is believed co be used. The nose of the fuselage is 
made up of two very large doors through which 
heavy equipment of all sores can be loaded with ease. 

WAR DEPARTMENT FM 30·30 

NAVY DEPARTMENT BUAER 3 

ME-323 

- -

SPAN: 181 ft. SERVICE CEILING: 
LENGTH: 93 ft . 6 in. over 2.1 ,coo ft. 
APPROX. SPEED: 195 m.p.h. at 13,00:) ft . 

RESTRICTED 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- -------·------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

• 

• 

• 
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GLIDER RESEARCH 
GERMANY 

LANDING SKID 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES: High wing braced with 
single struts. Wing is long and narrow with slight 
taper on leading edge, tapered trailing edge, and small 
rounded tips. Fuselage long and narrow in plan and 
has straight top. Cross-section is rectangular. Hori
zontal tailplane has tapered leading edge with round 
tips and curved t rai ling edge with V cue-out. Tall, sin-

NOVEMBER, 1943 
FROM DATA CURRENTLY AVAILABLE 

TROOP GLIDER • .., r 
REICH 

1 
SCALE 

6-FOOT MAN 

gle fin and rudder is slightly capered with blunt cop. 

INTEREST: The D.F.S. 2.30 is one of Germany's stand
ard glider~ and was used in occupation of Crete. Op
timum gliding speed of chis glider after release is ap
proximately 70 m.p.h . Its landing speed in still air is 
from 35 co 40 m.p.h . It is a ten-seater of simple design . 

WAR DEPARTMENT FM 30-30 

NAVY DEPARTM ENT BUAER 3 

D.F.S. 230 

------~-~---------"'' ...---v-

SPAN: 72. ft 4 in. 
LENGTH: 37 'c. 6 in. 
NORMAL TOWING SPEED: rro m.p.h. 

RESTRICTED 
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------...1 

M E-323's motors turn a bulky, unmanageable glider into a valua
ble addition to Germany's aerial transport system. Though rela
tively slow, the J\'Ie-323 can carry tremendous loads, up to 120 
fully equipped troops, or 40,000 lb., for approximately 500 miles. 

DFS-230, a standard German ten-place glider, bears a closer re
semblance to peacetime sailplanes than do such Allied troop car
riers as the CG-4A, Horsa and Gotha gliders. Pointed nose and 
slender fuselage show adaptation of pre-war designs to war uses. 
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